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Doctor of Laws
To Be Awarded
Governor Earle

LA SALLE COLLEGE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
TO RECEIVE DEGREE 11

June 3, 1935

CONFERRING HONORARY DEGREES

!.---------------------------

_A_n_n_RE_s_sE_s_G_R_A_nu_A_T_Es_l

J~ Burrwood Daly
Addresses Class
On'Graduation'

Chief Executive of Pennsylvania
to Be Recipient of Honorary
Degree at Commencement

Congressional Alumnus to Return
To His Alma Mater in Familiar
Role; Graduate of '96 Class

The H onorable George H ow,
ard Earle, Governor of the State
of Pennsylvania and ardent ad,
vocate of higher education, will
receive an honorary Doctor of
Laws degree.
G overnor Earle is honorary
president of T emple University
and chairman of the Board of
Directors of the University of
Pennsylvania. A s a guest at the
recent mid-year commencement
of T emple he was the recipient
of a similar doctorate degree.

The Honorable J. Burrwood
D aly, United States Congressman, and a graduate of the Class
of 1896, has graciously consented
to grace the speaker 's rostrum at
the commencement on June 6,
and will make the principal address at the exercises of La Salle's
seventy-second graduation.

Franklin Descendant

Active Alumnus

J. Burrwood Daly

George H. Earle

Mr. Earle is a great -great
grandson of Benjamin Franklin.
His political and patriotic career
follows a fam ily tradition that
dates back three centuries. Seven
of his forbears were among the
Puritans who fled from Europe
aboard the Mayflower in 1620.
Three more sailed on the W el,
come to found a new liberty with Temple Instructor of Medicine
W illiam Penn sixty years later.
and Maker of Paralysis Serum
Harvard Graduate
to Be Given La Salle's D.Sc.
The G overnor studied at D elancey School in Philadelphia
Dr. John A. Kolmer will re,
and then attended H arvard Uni- ceive an honorary Doctor of Sci,
versity. From there he w ent to ence degree on June 6, 1935', at
Europe, living for two years in the Commencement Exercises of
G ermany and Austria as a rep, La Salle College.
resentative of a financial news,
Dr. Kolmer, a resident of Cynpaper. After the W orld War he wyd, was born in Lonaconing,
entered the sugar industry.
Maryland, April 24, 1886. He
A Republican until 1932, Mr. received his M .D . at the UniEarle became interested in the versity of Pennsylvania in 1908.
candidacy of Franklin Delano In 1914 he was given the degree
R oosevelt for the Presidency and of Doctor of Public Health. Viltook quite an active part in his lanova College honored him with
campaign. Following his elec- an M.S. in 1915'. In 1926 an
tion President Roosevelt named honorary LL.D . w as conferreJ
Mr. Earle Minister to Austria. upon him.
Penn Professor
H e resigned from that position
H e was professor of Pathology
to enter the campaign for Gov,
ernor on the Democratic ticket . and Bacteriology at Penn from
Overwhelmingly elected, Gov- 1919 to 19 32. From there he
ernor Earle w as the first D em- went to T emple M edical School
ocratic Governor to hold office and has been teaching there for
for over a period of forty years, the past three years.
For his distinguished scientific
succeeding the late Governor
Pattison . His achievements at , work, Dr. t:olmer was awarded
tained up to the present speak the M endel M edal. H e is a memnotedly for themselves.
( C ontinued on last page )

Rev. V. L. Burns
To Be Awarded
Science Degree

Dr. John Kolmer
To Be Awarded
Science Degree

Seniors' Commencement Week
Activities Enioying Full ,Sway
The Commencement Week
Committee of the Senior Class
has completed its program, and
events are already well under
way.
The Class of '3 '5 , consisting of
fifty-five students, is the largest
class in La Salle's· history, and it
is fitting that it should hav.e a
commencement program commensurate with its rank and dignity. The difficult task of providing a suitable program has
been well performed by the
chairman of the committee, Lawr,
ence G . Bowman, and the other
members, Messrs. Joseph O'Donnell, Edward J. McCool, Bernard
Bradley, Clay McNerney, John
Doherty, and William R egan.
The first event on the program, now a matter of history,
was the Baccalaureate Mass at
the Holy Child Church on Sunday, June 2. Monsignor Corrigan, rector of St. Charles' Sem,
inary, was the principal speaker.
Dance at Anchorage

T omorrow evening the Seniors
will hold a closed dinner-dance
at the Anchorage, on River
Drive. There the members of
the class and their guests will be
entertained by one of the most
popular bands in this vicinity.
Joseph O 'Donnell and Edward J.

McCool are in charge of this
event, and have made it fitting
for the occasion.
Bernie Bradley and Clay Mc,
Nerney have arranged a sports
program, to consist of a baseball
game between the Senior Class
and the faculty, and a tennis
tournament for members of the
class.
Messrs. John Doherty anr1
\Villiam Regan appointed to
select an appropriate gift for the
Chapel, have decided on a s.et
of vestments. This will be a
very desirable donation from the
class as its last gift to La Salle,
and surely will be a worthy culmination of all the gifts that it
nas pre, iously made.
Initial Event

This is the first time in the history of the college that there has
been a Commencement Week
program. With the success of
this event practically assured. it
will probably bec0me a permao ,
ent institution at La Salle Col·
lege. Commencement W eek is
one of the most important events
in the student's career, and has
been an institution at other col,
leges for years. In making its
debut at La Salle, its success
should surely inspire succeeding
classes to put it on La Salle's
calendar.

lmmaculata College President
To Receive Honorary Degree
At Senior Commencement

Rev. Brother E. Anselm, F.S.C., A:M., LL.D.
· President

•
Reverend Dr. Vincent · L.
Burns, well known for his extensive studies in the sciences a nd
also the newly appointed President of lmmaculata College, will
been replanted parti~ularly for receive an honorary degree of
Doctor of Sciences at the La Salle
Mr. Daly graduated from . La
this outstanding event. It now College Graduation, to be held Salle, in 1896 and after studying
presents a spectacle of extreme on June 6.
law a_t Penn was admitted to the
beauty in landscape architecture,
Catasauqua
Native
Bar.. He was elected to Conwhich tends to enhance the color
Dr. Burns is a native of C ata- gress last N ovember, in the D emsurrounding the affair.
This
marks the first outdoor gradua- sauqua, Lehigh County, Pennsyl, ocratic sweep, to represent the
tion since 19 31 , the ·year of the vania. He pursued his st udies at Fourth Pennsylvania District At
.
·
dedication of the building and St. Charles' College, Ellicott
City, M aryland. In 1907 he· Wa~hington he has been ~he
the laying of the cornerstone, and
is only the second such outdoor matriculated at St: Charles' Sem- leadmg advocatE: of the erection
exercise recorded in the long his- inary, Overbrook, Philadelphia, of a new Federal Building, which
Pa., where he completed the reg, would house the various courts
tory of the College.
The address to the graduates ular preparatory, college and in Phil adelphia; and recently in'.
d
b1·11 · th H
f
will be delivered by the Honor- graduate courses and was or- t od
m
e ouse o
able J. Burrwood D aly, Esq., of dained to the priesthood in the r uce a
the class of '9 3, and a member C athedral of Saints Peter and R epresentatives to that effect.
of Congress representing the Paul, Philadelphia, by the M ost H e has also been a strong expoFourth Congressional District. Reverend Edmund F. Prender- nent of the Soldiers' Bonus, supH e is widely known as a staunch gast, Archbishop of Philadelphia. porting with the Philadelphia
supporter of all ventures of La
Dr. Burns likewise attended delegation the Patman Bill in the
Salle both in the field of scholar( C ontinued on last page )
recent controversy.
ship and athletics, and w as also
for many years President of the
Alumni Association.
Prizes To Be A warded
Apart from the conferring of
degrees many prizes will be
awarded to the graduates and
With the largest attendance of from every class. This seems to
members of the student-body.
the
social season on hand, the speak well for the committee in
Among those to be given at the
commencement are the Sir James Frosh culminated with their Hop charge of the event.
J. Ryan memorial prize offered the most successful social calenPrograms Unique
to the student of the Senior Class dar in the history of the College.
A
unique feature was the proThe
affair
was
held
amid
the
who has maintained the best
grams. These were, bound by
record for his four years' work ; beautiful surroundings of Green
wooden covers on which were
the Honorable William F . Har- Hill Farms at Overbrook.
the numerals of the
emblazoned
The strains of Earl Denny's
rity memorial prize for Religion.
open to all students in competi, orchestra provided the music for class. This marks a deviation
tive examination ; the Anastasia the affair. Denny proved to be from the various types of proMcNichol prize for English es, quite popular with those on grams offered by the other classes
at this year's dances.
say, which is also open to com- hand. His numbers were varied
The committee which was rewith
the
requests
made
in
accord
petitive examination and the William T. Connors, Esq., prize for by the students through the sponsible for the success was
the best student athlete in the COLLEGIAN when all were asked headed by George H oefling, presgraduating class. There will also to tabulate their favorites among ident of the class. He was ably
be awards made to the students the popular music. A large num, assisted by John Guischard, Raywho have the highest four-year ber of coupons were returned mond McManus, Francis Hauck,
marks in the Arts, Science and t ~) the committee, and many var, Daniel M cC auley, •Edward McGrath and the inimitable Class
Business Schools; and a special ied requests were recorded.
Treasurer, Bill Faunce. At the
award will be made to the stuFinal Social Function
final class meeting of the · year.
dent who has been adjudged the
This dance marked the first held re~ently, both President
best debater.
venture of the Class of ' 38 in
the social whirl.
The Frosh , Hoefling . and Brother Alician,
which will incidentally be. the Cl ass Moderator, took occasion to
class to mark the severity-fifth an- commend these ·meri on their fine
NOTICB
niversary of La Salle in 1938 ·work, and also fo sincerely thank
A special notice coming from
the Registrar's Office warn~ all
are
to be commended for the all those u ppe~cia ; men who ma,
students who desire a transcript
of credits to have their applimarvelous
manner in which they· terially aided the ·affair by their
cations at the office before June
10, 1935.
provided a highly successful presence and their enjoyment of
No transcripts will be given
evening both· for themselves and th~ entertain~eiit provided, ·r~after that date.
Brother Emilia~,
the upperclassmen who attend'ed. · marking · that·· .t h~- large number
Registrar.
For it can be recorded that there that atterided -' fa~ exceeded the
was a representative attendance committee's fondest expectations.

Seventy-Second Commencement
Exercises Gra·d uate Fifty-Five
The Seventy-second Annual
Commencement of La Salle College presents one of the most
glamorous scenes ever staged in
the history of the institution,
when the Class of 19 36 graduates amid a pomp and splendor,
worthy only their own fine accomplishments as undergraduates.
This year's graduating class is the
largest ever to have degrees conferred on them by the College.
They also represent the first class
which has completed its four
years at the new and greater La
Salle. Their splendid accomplishments will never be forgotte n, for they are responsible for
many innovations at the College
which must for all times bear
their stamp of initiation.
Cardinal Dougherty Presiding

The glamour for the occasion
will be supplied by the presence
of dignitaries, both of the Church
and the Commonwealth. His
Eminence, D e n n i s Cardinal
Dougherty will preside at the
conferring of the degrees. The
Governor of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, the Honorable
George H . Earle. is to receive
the Doctorate of Laws. This
marks the first time that La Salle
has been so singly honored by
the presence of the State's Chief
Executive. The D egree of Doctor of Science is to be conferred
on Dr. John A. Kolmer, of the
faculty of Temple University.
Dr. Kolmer acquired world fame
for his discovery of the serum to
prevent infantile paralysis. The
Doctorate is also to be bestowed
upon the Rev. Vincent L. Burns,
the President of lmmaculata College. The degree of Bachelor of
Arts is to be conferred on thirty,
seven members of the Senior
Class, the Bachelor of Science
hood is to be granted to eighteen.
Quadrangle Scene

The College Quadrangle has

In making his address, Congressman D aly will be living up
to his promise made at the time
of his election that his new duties
would not make him forget his
Alma M ater and its activitie .
Throughout his entire career Mr.
D aly has a1ways remembered La
Salle and a La Salle event w ithout his cheery presence would be
a strange one ii:ideed. A s a mat ter: of fact, it· w·as greatly due to
the efforts of this · distinguished
afomnu·s that the Alumni A ssociation haS' been re-organized. ·
· There are very. few .students of
our C ollege who do . noe know
and revere Cong,ressman D aly,
for he is well-\mown for the loyal
manner in which he supports -the
athletic events of the school. ·N o
athletic; function has ever been
complete without his presence,

Freshman Informal at Green Hiff
Farms Rated Mammoth Success·

(

COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM
Presiding
D. Cardinal Dougherty
Address to Graduate,
J. Burrwood Daly, '90, LL.D.,

M.C.
Receiving the Honorary Degrees
Governor Earle
Rev. Vincent L. Burns
President of Immaculata College
John A. Kolmer, M.D.
Professor of Medicine, Tempie
University

0

tbt

MANAGING BOARD

Editor-in-Chief
.... ..... ALDEDT J. CRAW FORD,
Sport s Edit or .....
.................
.... V I NCENT A . NEEDH AM,
N ew., Editor
.. .. .... .... ..THOMAS F . McTEAR,
Business ilf anager
.... ......... ........ ........ .H ENRY J. McCULLOUGH,
E xchange Editor .. ..
............... ........ ...... ...
...... .. PHI~ P A . NI ESSE N,
Circulation Manager ..... ..... ... .............. ........... ...
... .J OHN J. McBRIDE,

'36
'36
'36
'36
'36
'36

~oltltr ·

NEW S STAFF
D ANIEL J . McCAULEY, '38
H .AllRY J . L IEllERDACH, '38
D AVID J . M cC ART ifY, '38
DOMINIC A. DouoHERTY, '38
Jou N T . Ross, '88
C HART.ES B . G REANEY, '38

morning and you're awakened
with a dash of cold water on
your face in time for your first
class. Here at La Salle a certain
gentleman has found that a
broom applied to a very tender
part of the sleeper's anatomy in
a vigorous fashion, has completely satisfying results. . . · . The
Carnegie T artan tells of the inebriate at the prom, who, when
warned that excessive drinking
would ruin his stomach, replied
"S'all right, won't show with my
coat on." . . . In stating that he
would no longer teach a certain
course, a professor at Loyola A .
& M . said "The class is lousy."
. . . The C . U . Tower advances
a few reasons why a chicken lavs
an egg : 1. To get rid of it. 2. To
make more chickens. 3. Just for
a yolk. 4. An excuse for sitting
down. 5. Tq make egg-nogs.
6. Because it's being done by
other chickens. 7. It's a weak,
ness they can't overcome. 8. If
you were a chicken ·you would
do the same thing. . . . FLASH!
from the Duquesne Duke! Sam
Fisk flunks exams! Mother sends
wrong cuffs to the laundry. . . .
A college man recently estab,
lished a record by eating 48 eggs
in 48 minutes. And still some
'people wonder if a college education is worth while. . . .

what do you think aboui it? .
Speaking of the benefits and advantages of college, Professor
H enry Skipp, of Denison University, says: "College is a great
fountain of knowledge and we all
come here to drink. " I don't
quite get the relation between the
two, prof. . . . If these pre-med
students worry much more about
their fishy cats, they '11 soon go
dipsie. Or perhaps it's the examinations that is affecting them.
Professor Welch, of Bowdoin
College, says: "Examinations are
as harmful to the intellect as
liquor and women." . . .

SOPHISMS

•

The dFawing to a close of the
present school year brings us to
M A RKS. KNOX
a consideration of the remarkable
What Brother Felician said of
record that La Salle has made in
commencement addresses last
almost every line of endeavor.
year in opening his discourse to
The fiscal year 1934-35 certainly
the graduating class of Niagara
SPORTS STAFF
marked an important milestone
University may be applied to
O scAB CoaN, '38
on the path to fame that the ExJ AMES B . BoNm:a, '36
commencement
exercises in genJOHN J . KELLY, '37
plorers are traveling.
eral. They are truly : "UnctuADVERTISING STAFF
La -Salle began with a rush by
ous elaborations of the obvious."
JOHN J. DOYLE, '38
having an undefeated football
WILLIAM C. FAUNCE, '38
In fact, the meaning and purJOHN MollELLI
Marv had a little lamb-season. St. Thomas and St. VinLibrarian ..... ........... ...... ..... ... ..... .......... ..... .. .... .. .. ...... ... .EuwABD J. McGRATH, '3e cent's were beaten for the first
Observe the tense, we pray, pose of the whole affair is so
Faculty Moderator .. .... ... ... .... ......... ...... ....... ...... ... ...... ..... ... ....BaOTHEB E. L u n: time, the latter having an elevenFor with the prices that prevail _clearly evident that I hesitate to
write of it lest I bare the few
It couldn't be today.
game winning streak broken by
hard-up readers of this column.
the scrappy Explorers. Gridiron
One may dispute the statement
relations
were
successfully
openA prof at U. C. L. A. recent- that there is nothing new under
TO THE CLASS OF '35
ed with St. Joseph's and Villaly said "We all have certain' abil- the sun, if one cares to and has
La Salle's seventy-second commencement exercises nova by La Salle victories. Inities. I, for instance, can wiggle nothing else to do, but one canmark the departure of a class unique in leadership, un- cidentally, this gave us the mythmy ears." The way these teach, not argue but that graduations
ers brag! . . . A professor at are the same, year after year;
equaled in achievement and one whose memory shall ical title of Philadelphia Catholic
I
f f
Collegiate champs, and not by
Columbia has found that young here, there, and everywhere.
>hine forth most brilliantly in t he long ine O ormer, as comparative scores either. In
children will eat spinach volun- They resemble circuses in that
.veil as, future graduates.
their fourth season in the sport
tarily. Few ever get the chance one is enough so long as the memYour extraordinary accomplishments are numerous. the Explorers gained recognition
though .. .. Out West, a co-ed's ory holds out.
,cholastically, you continued to maintain the exception- for an undefeated team, the only
" Send-a-date" chain letter came
The primary purpose of a com,
through and now she has enough mencement exercise, the object of
ally high standard -of learning which has been so custom- one in the Philadelphia area.
Id f hi ·
With a veteran five on the
dates for years and years to much preparation and the cause
ary to La Salle and her stu d ants. In +he fiie O at e+ics basketball court the Tanseermen
come . . ..
of tremendous expense, and buryou have established a record never before heard or even went through the most difficult
densome
worries, is to confer
dreamed of, an undefeated football season. In so doing schedule in the school's history Mary had a little lamb,
The Fournier News, the Ram, publicly degrees and diplomas on
you have prepared the way for the College to encounter to "'.""in fifteen and lose six. Vic- You've heard this oft before; the Setonian and sundry other those who, by meeting certain
more keen competition and to achieve greater heights in tones w~re scored over Catholic And then she passed her plate papers tell of the chemistry class pre-established requirements have
.
f tb II . l
Th
h
. fl
b
u., Villanova St.
Joseph's
at Franklin and Marshall, who shown cause that they are meragain,
co II eg1ate .oo a c1rc es.
roug your in uence, as- Brooklyn C
St Th
.'
upon walking into a morning itorious of them. Now, by the
And had a little more.
ketball has _matured v!gorous_ly and track has co~e into Davis-Elkins · (b;oke · a
class, espied the prof's hat upon time that the date set for the
its own, being recognized this year for the first time as game winning streak), and Penn
Professor Fuller, of Northwest, the desk but no sign of the peda- graduation rolls around, the
a major·athletic activity. During your tenure of office the A. C ., among others. A close ern, probably after considerable gogue. After the customary ten names of those to be so honored
COLLEGIAN attained laurels never witnessed since its game. was lost to Penn, Inter- rf'search, made the statement, minutes waiting, the entire class are no longer a secret. The prosinstitution five years ago. The paper took upon itself the colllegitate kLeaguh e Eleaders.
"The average man could not give departed. Next day the prof pective graduate knows how he
·
·
d
·
·
h"
h
·
ff
d
n rac t e xp1orers came birth to a child." . . . Professor coldly remarked that when the stands, his relatives and friends
duty o f voicing stu en+ opinions, w IC in urn e ec e back with another winning team, Vatter, of Miami U. (Ohio), class saw his hat, it meant he
have the situation well in hand.
many valued changes for the advancement of the Col- its undefeated season being
says, concerning the advantages was present. When the profeslege, intellectually, athletically and socially. In debating marred by a last event defeat by of belonging to a fraternity, "If sor (hat and all) appeared for and the faculty and officers of
the educational institution are
you performed remarkably. Oppressed with a champion- Catholic University. Among vou have a nickel and a Phi Bete class a few minutes later, every well aware that a few hearts have
ship to defend, you marshaled your forceful powers, re- ~~- ~ho bowed to Coach key, you can always get a cup chair in the room supported a been broken. The die has alst
gained the Philadelphia City title and bettered last year's seph~e~:n~;~teges was · Jo- of coffee." . . . The Ogilvie hat- but no students. Not a bad ready been cast. No one or noth,
(Minnesota) high school senior idea, huh? . ..
ing can alter it.
standing by defeating teams which wer~ believed to be
However, s~orts were not La
The average Senior dreads
far beyond our competitors. Socii:!lly you e .-:celled. From Salle's only forte this year, as
graduation and its necessary disthe very beginning the College's social program im- t?.e Debating Club won both secolay. To him it is just a lot of
proved magnanimously by the addition of your presenta- tto~s of t~e league to retain the
bunk, pointless, and superfluous.
+·
f J un1or
· W ee k accre d"t
d Philadelphia
Collegiate crown
Ladies and gentlemen, this - Kate Smith. . . . And then Being attired in a long black
+ions.
1+h th e ·ms +·+
I u 10n o
·
F
bl cl ..
.
. ·+· +·
h
f
d d
I +·I e once aga m
.
avora e ec1sions
to you~ creative 1~1 1a 1ve you ave oun e · a as ing were earned over Temple, Penn, way to the Big Show. All of there was the fellow who got gown · that nearly trips him at
implies that the circus has lines under his eyes from watch- every step and which hooks up
memorial. one which shall stand as a proof of your Villanova, Rosemont, Catholic which
come and gone to town-Hey, ing the tatooed lady . . .. But he at the throat and alternately
co-operative prowess and vital interest in school activ- U : and Johns-Hopkins. In dram- H ey! . . . The circus manage- wasn't nearly as bad off as the chokes and boils him, brings
ities as the years roll on and future Junior Week programs aticS, the thespians once more ment feared that their title to fellow who got rings around his absolutely no thrill at all for him .
covered themselves 'th
d 't ·
are enacted. By the esta bl is h men+ o f Fres h man regu Ia.
.
wi ere i m the biggest collection of freaks eyes because he wasn't satisfied
cop is additional cause of an.
h
d
f . di.
I . h" stagm{{ a highly successful play might be challenged so La Salle just to watch her. . . . She was The
noyance.
In the first place the
t1ons you ave create a· more rien y re at1ons 1p and dance.
sent the Senior Class away on only the shoemaker's daughter wearer is usually fortunate if it
among the classes and an atmosphere of livelier fellowAnd speaking of dances, each
Retreat .. . . Away during Circus but she could out-last them all. fits him and in the second place
ship in the College as a whole. Without exception your of the four class dances were not Week but the Seniors didn't And she fell in love with a sea, the tassel just won't stay put. It
social oroductions have set a standard to imitate, in stag- onlv social successes, but also mind missing the Big Show- diver but she couldn't fathom either gets in his eyes or tickles
ina affairs that will be successes both socially and finan- highly profitable financial ven- after all Commencement com- him out.. . .
the back of his neck and has him
* * *
ciallv. Lastly, in numbers you have exceeded any one of tures in several cases. None in- mences this week. ... Just a case
swatting at it as though it were
curred a deficit. The Victorv of popcorn last week and pop's
a persistent mosquito. The
the former graduating classes, a symbol of the fact that dance was also a noteworthy af,
A few queer quotable quips
~corn this week- with the sweet
speeches rendered on the occal.a Salle is qrowing and that she shall continue to grow fair. one that the Social Commit- boy graduate out of a job now! from LASALLIGHTS' Thesau- sion, although they are carefully
rus:
;o long as she produces sons like yourselves.
tee has seen fit to have continued
prepared and delivered by reEureka-B, 0.
*
*
*
In reviewing your many achievements we heartily in the future.
nowned and excellent orators
Decade-An extra aC;!it up are lost as far as those clothed i~
congratulate you. Indeed you have made the most of The usual social institutions Jack and Jill_ went up the hill,
the
sleeve.
the cap and gown are concerned.
vour college days. Your job has been done well. As were also carried through with an To get a pail of water.
th
Bits of them might filter through
~rpet-Spooning
in
an
lonq as La Salle has students, an athletic team on the even greater en usiasm this Jack fell down and broke his
vear. By these are meant the
the maze that serves as the inauto.
crown,
field, a debating team at the rostrum, .a publication in Freshman Regulations, Junior
dividual's active intellect and loRetreat-A
return
date.
the press and an activity socially inclined, the memory of Week, the Tug-of-War. and And still it was only water.
cate themselves in his memory
Road Bed-A sleep in a whence they may be recovered
you and your noble deeds shall never be blotted away. others. An intramural basket* * *
gutter.
when the mist arises. In fact
With these sentiments in mind, Class of '35, we ded- ball league, a tennis tournament,
Any joke from the Siamese
nd
tu
Bed-Spread - Breakfast i n the only real enjoyment come~
icate to vou this, the final issue of the COLLEGIAN. as ab glbeellclub, a
faculty-S dent twins is sure to have a double
· ·
d
•
f
ase a games are some activities
with the realization that the
meaning-And as one Dutch bed.
a t o ken o f appreciation an as an expression o our trust that were inaugurated th '
whole thing is over. The case is
*
*
*
that your keen interest in La Salle will not cease with grad- The Law Club, Pre-~~~~:j wrestler was applying a strangleShe's so dumb she thinks a similar to that of the man who
hold to another, the one retorted
uation, but continue to motivate you as Alumni for the Club, the German Club and the " Don't be funny and try to puii
enjoys hitting himself on the
betterment of that institution near and dear to all of us. COLLEGIAN also continued to ex- ~ny chokes on me." . . . Imagine, sweetheart is a Sugar Daddy. . . . heao with a hammer because it
Our idea of a gas pipe-a pipe feels so good when he stops.
pand and add to the scope of
1f you can, the frantic widow in the mouth of a sophomore.
M
their activities.
any of those who attend the
who sobbed the story that this . . . How's this for a definition
exercises enjoy them no more
When we add to these accom- was the worst surprise her husTHANKS
f
o su bway- an underground way h
h
plishments, the many improve,
of getting somewhere . .. . Then t an t e average Senior. They
With the publication of this issue, the COLLEGIAN ments about the campus, the new band ever sprung on her-when
go because they feel that it is
hl' sprang off the top of the
was the sweet young thing their duty to do so and would be
marks the conclusion of its fifth year of existence. And, outdoor basketba,11 and tennis Chrysler Building- Just a case of there
who was so on the level that she
as is customary with every conclusion, we desire to extend courts, the larger student-body, a fellow who was the "top" wouldn't go to New York with just as much or more pleased if
they could have remained away.
our grateful appreciation for the many services which the greater enthusiasm that seems making a big splash on Broad- her cl at e because sh e'cl h ave to go Th
k
to permeate all our school activthrough
the
Holland
Tunnel.
ey now what is going to
way.. . . Remember that many a
have enabled us to continue this undertaking.
happen and approximately that
ities, then we can see the dawn
.. . "The yoke's on me," said the h h
We wish to thank expressly, everyone who has in of a great day here at La Salle. "still" has resulted in a motion hen
as she sat down too hard on w ic is to be said. They clap
picture... .
their hands politely and mechan,
a_ny way assisted us during the past year. To our adverAnd so this epoch-making
* * *
the
egg.
·
·
·•
*
*
ically, when the degrees are
to
a
close.
Now
we
year
comes
tisers, we extend our gratuitous sentiments for an invalA popular lass at college,
~o~ed upon the "other recipcan
start
to
look
forward
to
next
u~ble aid to the President, Dean, Registrar, Athletic
Prof. (during an exam): ients, and do their .utmost to
For all she had nothin' to show.
year
and
the
bettering
of
all
the
Director and the Faculty, an appreciation for the kindly
~ake a big noise when their parWhat are you looking at?
fine marks that were made dur, When asked to explain her
interest tendered our numerous requests. Students, ing this term.
ticular cause for attending re,
Stude.: Er, nothing.
prestige,
ceives his. When the exercises
your co-operation was splendid. Insofar as we publish the
Prof.: Aren't you looking at
She replied she just didn't
are over, they hasten to congratCOLLEGIAN for you and since you received our product
And to complete the list of
the notes to my coune 7
"No."
ulate their special object and, if
so well we feel that our labors have not been in vain.
"bigger and better than ever"
Stude.: Well, yes sir, if you they have a camera, snap his pie,
*
*
*
_Next year we ~nticipate greater things. With the comes the Senior Class, the Class
~ure in the gown. A party, which
put it that way.
Our Dora Dumb thinks an
continued co-o.perat1on of everyone connected with the of 19 3 5. This class is the· largest
ts the only function both the
* * *
College we feel certain that the COLLEGIAN will con- and the best class ever to grad, " arch-enemy" is a "heel"--or did
graduates and members of the au,
uate from La Salle (not written we put our foot in it that time.
She worked in a five and ten dience appreciate, follows and
tinue to meintain the high standard it now enjoys among by a Senior). Even the other . . . Just a pun with a "sole" in cent
store but there was no
collegiate publications.
classes will admit this.
it. . .. Our idea of a heavy date "woolworth" pulling over eyes.
(Continued on page 4)

THOMAS A . CALLAN, '36
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G raduates Ma ke Retreat Under
Spiritual G uidance of Rt. Rev.
Monsignor Jose ph Corrigan

The conclusion of the annual
Senior retreat, which was held
at St. Joseph 's,in-the-Hills, Malvern, terminated the organization
of that class at La Salle College.
The Senior class went to the
retreat house last Monday evening. The retreat formally opened
on the following morning with
Mass and H oly Communion.
l inder the spiritual guidance of
Rt. Rev. Msgr. J. M. Corrigan,
of St. Charles' Seminary, Overbrook, who officiated at the religious services of the retreat, the
Rev. Vincent L. Burns
Seniors received practical and instructive conferences.
It may be said that they have
been placed in the class of the
Catholic "elite." This does not
imply any holier-than-thou attitude which they take on. But
there is such a thing as a "spiritual aristocracy," and a retreat
Candidates A ttain Hig hest Marks
initiates one into this group.
on Record ; Have A verage I. Q.
Time Well Spent
of 120; Ke lly and Bra dy Le ad
The several days' stay at MalSurprises and ties featured the
vern were well spent by the retreatants. They realized its ben, results of the La Salle College
efits and took the full opportun- Scholarship examinations, held in
ity of them . Their deportment the College auditorium last week.
The group which competed
and conduct, both in the observance of silence and punctuality, last week was probably the most
admirably attested this fact . The select ever to report for these
general attitude of the Senior tests in all the time they have
class, after the close of the re- been held . The marks attained
treat, was indicative of the man- in the psychological test, an averner with which it was conducted a.ge quotient of 120, far surpassed
and of the way in which it was the marks of the previous years.
These examinations included,
attended. All participated in the
exercises whole-heartedly, espe- together with the psychological
cially in the inspiring service of test, comprehensive tests in Enthe Stations of the Cross which glish literature, grammar, and
were held on the surrounding site general mathematics. They began at nine-thirty and continued
of the retreat house.
through the day until three-fif,
teen .

Six Scholarships
Awarded Record
Exam Winners

Pre-Laws Review
Year's Activity

Pa ul J. Donne lly On "The Law As
A Profession," and M. J. Stoney
On C rime Feature Offerings

After years of preparation and
discussion, the idea of a Law
Club at La Salle was converted
from the abstract to the concrete, when the Bar and Bench
Society was formed during the
past year.
Students preparing for the
legal profession had bemoaned
the fact that there was no such
organization in which they could
discuss various phases of law and
have monthly seminars by prominent attorneys.
For the fi,rst few meetings student speakers discussed topics inextricably interwoven with the
profession. Bythiner spoke on
"Pennsylvania C or p orations."
McCool took "Insurance" and
Eugene J. Hynes gave a synopsis
of contract law. Current Su,
preme Court decisions were dis,
cussed by Kelley.

Kelly Ranks High

_,v•..a..1. ,

J.

LJIV.a...a.:.t.1.IJ.l. 1.t

To a group of fifty-five in,
dividuals who terminate their
collegiate careers next Thursday,
the history of La Salle begins
with a beautiful day in late Sep. ember, 19 3 1, and terminates on
June 6 in this present year of
:hain letters.
These men comprise the Senior
Cl ass; they are the members of
the Class of 19 3 5, in its opinion
·he best thing that has happened
to La Salle in its seventy-two
·ears of existence.
First Football Season

Wi •h the entrance of the Class
of '35, La Salle moved into the
realm of intercollegiate football
for the first time. Under the
pleasant but firm tutelage of
Tom Conley, the "Rock's" last
captain, a team comprised almost
entirely of Freshmen es,ablished
an enviable first year record,
splitting even in eight contests.
The season started with the proverbial bang, the boys bringing
home a 26 to O victory over
Brooklyn College, and wound
up with a well -earned 6 to 0
w in over the perennially tough
West Chester Teachers, a lastperiod touchdown by Knox pro,
viding the margin of victory. It
was during this year that the now
famous ( on Olney Heights! )
backfield of Lucas, Knox, Bahr
and Gallagher was formed, a
quartet destined for four years
of valiant service in the cause of
bruised shins and sore muscles.
McTear Frosh President

Shortly after Christmas, the
Frosh elections were held. Tom
McTear was voted President of
the Class, with Mark Knox,
"Wildcat" Murphy and Tom
Connelly chosen for the other of,
fices .
•
Between elections, basketball,
and other winter activities, the
fellows managed to stage a minstrel for the edification of the
student-body. Johnny Gibbons,
Bernie McCool, and Mike Mc,
Andrews dished out the laughs
promiscuously.
Basketball provided another
fertile field for the talented Frosh
class, with the Meehans, Clem
and Joe, Charlie Mosicant, Ray
Bahr and Tom Connelly forming
a formidable first string aggrega,
tion that enjoyed marked success
against stern opposition in a season featured by the last-second,
one-point defeat at the hands of
Princeton's Eastern c o 1 I e g e
champs. At the conclusion of
the season, Clem Meehan was
chosen to lead the Explorers
quint for the following year,
while the gridd;ers elected the
irrepressible Wink Gallagher to
'. heir captaincy.

When the papers were corrected and the marks tabulated
the leaders were William F. Kel,
ly and Joseph A. Brady, both of
\Vest Philadelphia Catholic High
School. Following closely behind
these men were Anthony M.
Wal trick, of La Salle College
High School, and Maurice A.
Kelly, of Simon Gratz High
School.
It was intended to award only
four scholarships, but due to the
fact that Vincent Uhl, of St. Jo,
seph's Preparatory School, and
Paul A. Gensheimer, of Northeast Philadelphia Catholic High
School, ranked so close to the top,
the college authorities agreed
they were of scholarship calibre
and gave each a full award.
As a whole, an exceptionally
Form Varsity Club
Under the inspiration of Conhigh standard of averages was
maintained in all of the examin- ley, the athletic "L" winners
formed the Varsity Club, and Pat
atiom.

Mass :>ervices

tJtJ

Dooley, '34, was elected president. The organization had a
very successful start and promoted several dances in later
years.
After romping off with the In,
terclass Track meet, the ambit,
ious Freshmen slowed down until the date for the Frosh Hop
rolled around. The Hop that
year was a closed affair at A l,
den Park Manor in Germantown.
Came the dawn,- in the guise
of final exams; came the cram,
ming and the headaches ; came
the Sophomore year ; came back
~o school about forty less mem,
bers of the Class of 19 3 5.

Baccalaureate Sermon Delivered
By Right Reverend Monsignor
J. M. Corrigan, 0 .0 ., of '97

The Commencement W eek
program was properly started
yesterday when the Baccalaureate
M ass was celebrated at the Holy
Child Church, Broad and Duncannon streets.
Solemn High Mass was sung
by one of the parish priests,
while the Baccalaureate sermon
was delivered by the Rt. Reverend M sgr. Joseph M. Corrigan,
D .D ., rector of St. Charles Bor,
romeo Seminary, Overbrook, and
a graduate of La Salle College in

Knox Soph President

Immediately after the semester
i;ot under way, election for class
officers were held. Mark S.
Knox was voted president of the
aspiring Sophs; Tom McTear,
Vice-President; Joe Flubacher,
Secretary, and Joe Meehan,
Treasurer. Freshmen regulations
were put into effect for the first
time at La Salle at the expense
of the harassed Freshies. Mike
McAndrews and his crew of
Frosh-haunters led the yearlings
a merry chase for several months.
Will we ever forget Ardito singing to the accompaniment of
three or four paddles per stutter? Or Axelrod's reception
after his one-man rebellion? Or
the time Mike went after an
esteemed, but at that time new
member of the Faculty?
'
Brill Arrives

_Football moved along steadily,
with most of the regulars back
aided by several newcomers'.
Marty Brill, Conley's All-American teammate, came to La Salle
from Columbia to handle the
Explorers' backs. The season was
a fair success; improvement was
noted in every department, but
the opposition was tougher than
ever. Nonetheless, the boys
managed to better than break
even. Similar situations existed
in basketball and track. The
teams improved, but they were
still dominated by the Class of
'3 5, which also managed to re,
tain its Interclass Track title. We
may as well get that out of our
system right now,- the Seniors
won that affair every time it was
held .
At this time we decided it was
about time '35 broke into the
social limelight in a larger manner. So the Soph Cotillion, Jim
Irvin, chairmanning, was staged
at the Penn A. C.,- and was
(T o w n
successful! Howard
Casino) Lanin, supplied the
necessary syncopation.
Initiate Tug-o-War

The Frosh-Soph classic, the
Tug-o-War, made its debut at
La Salle during this year. Alas
and alack! The Frosh won, outpulling the second year combina,
( Continued on last page )

CLASS OF 1935

Dr. John A. Kolmer

1897.

F aculty Present

Students Attend
St. La Salle Day
Observances
Found er of O rder of Brothers
of Ch ristian Schools Honored
In Stud e nt Body Exercises

Founder's Day, the feast of
St. , John Baptist de la Salle, was
celebrated by the College on
Wednesday, May 15. The saint,
the founder of the Order of the
Brothers of the Christian. Schools,
was honored by appropriate ex,
ercises in which the student-body
of the college took part.
Mass Celebrated

A tridium of prayer preceded
the feast, and on the eve, the
faculty and students attended
Holy Mass, celebrated in the college auditorium. The Rev. W il,
liam J. Higgins, who graduated
from the college with a Bachelor
of Arts degree in 1892, was the
celebrant. At the close of the
services, Father Higgins gave an
address in which he outlined the
life of the saint and the priva,
tions and sacrifices he endured in
the establishment of the order.
Relics Found 100 Years Ago

The observance of the feast of
St. La Salle has added significance this year for the Christian
Brothers, as it commemorates the
one-hundredth anniversary of
the finding of the relics of their
founder. During the French
Revolution, the body of the saint
had been carefully concealed
from the violence of the populace. Only in 1835, long after
peace had been restored, the
Brothers ventured to bring it
back to its shrine in the motherhouse, where it reposed until the
brothocs were again forced to remove it in 1904, to Belgium.
As soon as the Brothers have
completed their new motherhouse
in the Vatican City in Rome, a
permanent resting place will be
provided for the relics of their
founder.

The Mass was arranged by
Brother Anselm, president, and
Father McGinley, pastor of the
Holy Child Parish. The Senior
Class and the College Faculty
formed a line of procession at
the parish school at Duncannon
and Carlisle streets, then proceeded north on Carlisle street to
Fishers avenue, east on Fishers
avenue to Broad, and south on
Broad street to the Church.
Brother Emilian acted marshal
for the procession. The Seniors
then took their positions at the
front of the Church, some in the
sanctuary, some iust outside the
altar rail, all in chancel effect.
Msgr. Corrig an Preaches

The entire central aisle of the
Church was reserved for rela,
tives and guests of the La Salle
contingent. M sgr. Corrigan produced a most edifying sermon.
He is widely noted as a preacher,
both in his capacity as rector of
the Diocesan Seminary, and as
M aster of the Laymen's Retreat
League at M alvern.

Pre-Meds Select
Activity Groups
Newly Elected Preside nt Selects
Membership and Arrangeme nt
Committees; Reviews Year

The recently elected president
of the Pre-Medical Society has
announced the names of the
meml:iers of the two standing
committees that will act during
the next year. Each committee
to be headed by a man in hi~
senior year, is composed of two
members from each of the three
upper classes.
Loftus Chairman

The chairman of the Membership Committee is Thomas A.
Loftus, the former vice-president
of the society. Loftus, who was
a member of the committee during the past year will be assisted
by the new vice-president of the
society, George Yost, who was
secretary of the outgoing committee. The other men appointed to assist the two Juniors are
T. McCabe and J. Riehs, Sophomores, and H. Staples and Polycarpo, Freshmen.

Stoney Well Received

Ma p Schedule

During the course of the year
lawyers were presented to the
Society, notably Paul J. Donnelly, who spoke on "Law As A
Profession," and Michael J. S.
Stoney, famed McClure prosecutor, who delivered a speech on
"Crime: What the Government
ls Doing About It."
The year was brought to a
close by the election of new of,
ficers. Oliver J. McCarron was
selected to be President with
Philip T. Stone as Vice-President.
Both these men are classmates of
the former president, thus giving
the Sophomores a prominent role
in the formation of the Bar and
Bench. Michael J. Rainone and
Isiah Mirra were named to be
Secretary and Treasurer.
The Bar and Bench is in real,
ity the amalgamation of two in,
tended organizations. Originally
~wo clubs had been planned, one
Ill Law the other in Commerce
however due to the close re!a'.
tionship between these two de~artm_ents, the one society was

The Program Committee is to
be headed by Nathan Curson
who will be assisted bv S. Man'.
delbaum, Junior ; G . Froio an<l
lCazinetz, Sophomores, and 0 .
Corn and T. Scaricaciotolli
Freshmen. These men have al:
ready assumed their work by
planning the meetings for nt>xt
year. They have decided that
there shall be eleven meetings.
the same number as were hel<l
this year. Three meetings shall
he set aside for general business :
five meetings shall be addressed
by outside speakers; student
speakers shall provide the pro~ram for another, and two shall
he ioint mee•ings, one with the
Biology &>minar and the other
with the Betta Gamma Society
of the Philadelphia College of
Pharmacy and Science. A tenta,
tive schedule has been arranged
so that during the summer
months noted speakers may be
secured to appear before the Society.

VICE-PRESIDENT
_
__

Bernard A. Bradley

_ _ __

___,11,___

PRESIDENT

Joseph F. Flubacher

John J. Doherty

Raymond H. Bahr

Thirty-Five Receive Arts Degree;
Science Awarded Eighteen

Thirty-Five Receive Arts Degree;
Science Awarded Eighteen

Newman, Solomon, 404 East Mason Avenue, Drexel Hill.
ball team and served in the manRoosevelt Boulevard. Education Business-Majored in Finance.
agerial duties of the football
- Majored in Philosophy. Mem- Varsity end for four years.
team.
ber of the football team .
Joseph, Harry John, 960 Lin,
Flubacher, Joseph Francis, 424
Mark S. Knox
John F. Byrne
O'Donnell,
Charles Hugh, wood Avenue. Business.
Ashdale Street. Education- Ma1141 West Erie Avenue. PreKieffer, George Christopher,
jored in Business Subjects and
M edical. Pre-M edical Club
Jr., 1711 , West Girard Avenue.
English. Joe was Circulation
O'Brien, John Aloysius, 5616 Journalism.
Manager of the COLLEGIAN, SecGreene Street. Education- MaMeehan , Joseph Francis, 216
retary of the Class 193 3-1934,
jored in Biology. N ews Editor East Thompson. Business. M em1934-1935, Treasurer and Presof the COLLEGIAN , Debate Club, ber of basketball and track teams.
ident of the Debate Club, ViceDramatic Club. Co-writer of the Captain of the basketball team in
President of the Sacred Heart
most quoted column in the COL- his Junior year. He, and brother,
Association; in other words, Joe
Bachelor of Arts
LEGIAN.
Clem, were varsity forwards on
In viewing the many accom- Class President by James J. BonAmico, Anthony John, 1905 was a good man to have around.
Schlecter,
Charles Francis, the quintet for four years.
Gallagher, Hugh Joseph, 238 plishments of the Seniors and the der.
South Fourth Street. Education16 51 North Cadwallader Street.
McAndrews, Michael AloyBradley
Majored in English. Tony was East Mauch Chunk Street, Tam- individuals who have labored so
Pre-Medical.
Member of the
sius,
827 Windsor Street. Jourindustriously
to
merit
the
sucaqua.
EducationMajored
in
Bernie piloted the first unde- Pre-Medical Club.
manager of the basketball team
nalism. Scintillated on the basfor three years but retired in his History. Wink was captain of cesses that have been attained, we feated team that La Salle ever
Shea, Thomas Emmet, Jr., 718
Senior term in order to give the football team in his Soph- have named the following stu- produced. According to his North 20th Street. Pre-Medical. ketball and track teams. Has
omore year and was also a mem- dents as those who have done teammates he was "that influence Member of the Pre-Medical and been appointed head coach for
somebody else a chance.
Bahr, Raymond Henry, 3229 ber of the junior varsity basket- most for La Salle: John J. Do- which makes players give their Debating Clubs. Cheer leader track at Regis High School in
New York. Advertising manager
herty, ex-Editor-in-Chief of the utmost in any game." His cour- for four years.
Parkview A venue, Pittsburgh. ball team .
of the COLLEGIAN. Member of
Gensheimer, Charles Joseph, COLLEGIAN ; Mack Senior Knox, age and playing were the backEducation- Majored in History.
Stallone, Dominic, Bristol. Ed,
Ray has been the mainstay of the 1660 Dyre Street. Education- for three years president of the bone which paved the way for ucation - Majored in French. the Dramatic Club.
McCool , Edward Joseph, 6903
football , basketball and track Majored in History. Genshy was Senior Class; Joseph F. Flu- every victory. He kept the play, Spent his Junior Year at the UniOgontz Avenue. Business- Mateams for four years; he was president of the Dramatic Club bacher, president of the Debat, ers constantly on their toes and versity of Besancon in France.
captain of football in his Junior from 1933 to 1935, president of ing Society ; Bernard A. Bradley, helped to produce the team which
Wiloshin, ,Tacob. Pre-Medical. jored in Finance. President of
year and co-captain of basketball the Sacred Heart Society from captain of the undefeated foot- did so much honor, in an athletic
Witomski, Stanislaus John, 501 the Accounting Club. Business
in his Senior. Ray has already 1933 to 1935 and secretary 1932- ball team of the 19 34 season; way, to La Salle this past year. Wanamaker Avenue. Pre-M ed- manager of the COLLEGIAN. Con sistent miler for the track team.
been signed as head coach in foot, 19 3 3 ; also a member of the CoL- Raymond H. Bahr, captain of the Among Bernie's Senior assistants ical. Pre-Medical Society.
1935 basketball team, and John were Lucas, who played at quarO'Donnell,
Joseph
Daniel,
ball, basketball and baseball at •-EGIAN Staff.
Whalen, Edward Charles, 450
Gibbons, John Patrick, 938 F. Byrne, Vice-President of the terback; Knox, as left- halfback;
5734 Florence Avenue. Business
Calvert H all in Baltimore. Good
North
Broadway,
Gloucester,
N
.
West Wyoming Avenue. Sci- Senior Class.
Gallagher, as fullback ; Bahr, as J. Pre-Medical. President of the --Maiored in Accounting. Memluck, Ray!
ber of the Accounting Club.
right halfback ; Borden, as guard; Pre-Medical -Club.
Berberich, Herman Joseph, ence- Majored in Chemistry.
Doherty
Jim Farrel, as end; Johnny Gib1610 North 29th Street. Jour- John was varsity quarterback for
O'Donnell, John Joseph, 1141
Wartman, Martin Leo, 1701
Doherty succeeded to the ed- bons, as quarterback, and Harry
nalism- Majored in Philosophy. four years and was a member of
West Erie Avenue. Pre-Law.
North
42nd
Street.
Pre-Medthe
cast
of
all
the
performances
itorship of the paper in January Dunn, as tackle. Bradley will be
H enn was a flash at tackle on the
M ember of the track team .
of 1934 and continued his duties succeeded next year by John F. ical. Pre-M edical Club.
football team until he developed given since his matriculation.
Regan, William Leonard, 5143
Giuffre,
James
Corio,
1702
Walsh,
Thomas
Joseph,
145
most successfully to the samr Brennan.
a trick knee.
Ogden Street. Business-MajorSouth
11th
Street.
Pre-Medical.
\Vhite
Horse
Pike,
Absecon,
N
.
month of the following year.
Borden, Howard Albert, 5343
Flubacher
in Accountancy. Accounting
J. Education- Majored in Busi- ed
Euclid Avenue. Education- Member of the Pre-Medical So- During his year of direction the
CoLLEGIAN Staff and DeClub,
Joseph
F.
Flubacher
served
as
ciety.
COLLEGIAN attained heights that
ness Subjects. COLLEGIAN Staff.
Majored in Economics. Bubby,
bati~
Club. Bill will be missed
Grimes, James Thomas, 1345 it had never seen since its institu- president of the renowned De- Assistant to the Registrar. Track
the mite, is a terror on the gridon
the
debating team next year.
bating
Society.
For
the
second
S£1lers
Street.
Pre-Medical.
Limanager.
tion four years previously. New
iron and is worth his weight in
Smith,
John Joseph, 5229 Horsuccessive
time
the
debaters
won
brarian
of
the
COLLEGIAN,
memcolumns
were
added
and
old
ones
pigskins.
Bachelor of Science
rock Street. Business-Maiored
Bowman, Lawrence Gregory, her of the Dramatic Club and improved upon. As a matter of the Philadelphia Intercollegiate
Those who will receive the
3244 N orth Broad Street. Educa- President of the Pre-Medical fact, improvement was outstand- Championship, under his quite Bachelor of Science degree are: in Accounting. Member of the
football team. . Leading thespian
tion-Majored in English. Larry Club. Was selected as the out, ingly noted in every issue, par- competent direction, the organBradley,
Bernard
Aloysius,
735
of
the Dramatic Club. Intraof
which
Joe
also
sei;ved
ization
standing
s.tudent
in
his
class
in
ticularly were the editorials comconfined his activities to the inmural
sports.
East
H
aines
Street.
Businessas
secretary.
Listed
among
the
his
junior
year.
posed
by
this
editor
exceptiontellectual pursuits - debating,
Young, John Peter. 846 East
Knox, Mark Senior, 574 Her- ally beneficial. Instead of exist- many victories were wins over Majored in Accounting. V arsity
dramatics and the school publication- and showed remarkable man Street. Education- Majored ing as a record or memento of the University of Pennsylvania, football for four years and cap- Rittenhouse Street. Business.
in Economics. Star triple-threat the College's activities, the COL- Villanova College, Temple Uni- tain of last year's undefeated
ability in each department.
Catholic
University, team.
SENIOR SOPHISMS
Burton, William Vincent, 31 man on the gridiron, star dash LEGIAN became a mouthpiece of versity,
Iohns
Hopkins
University
and
Byrne, John Francis, 1411 East
man
on
the
cinder-path;
in
other
the
students
and
thereby
effected
Lewis A venue, East Lansdowne.
( C ontinued from page 2)
Pre-Medical- Majored in mental words-a star. Class Vice-Pres- many valued changes for the bet- Rosemont College. The Senior Columbia Avenue. Business- the whole affair is promptly fordiseases. Has been an active ident in his Freshman Year and terment of La Salle and the stu- debate members included : John Majored in Finance. M ember of gotten. Why not just the party?
dents of La Salle. Doherty's l Doherty, William A. Regan, varsity football team. Vice-Presmember of the Pre-Medical So President for three years.
This leads to ano·her problem
Kelly, James William, 2050 staff consisted of John A. Floyd Bythiner, Thomas E. Shea. ident of the Class 193 3- 1934,
6etv since its inception.
that
confronts everyone about to
J.
Gensheimer,
Edward
Charles
1934-1935. Chairman of the JunChain, William Thomas, 99 Mercy Street. Pre-Law. Head O'Brien, News Editor ; Lawrrnce
receive
a degree or dioloma.
J.
McCool
and
Lawrence
G
.
Bowior
Prom
Committee
and
Senior
Windsor Avenue, Narberth. Pre- football manager and voted the G . Bowman, Associate Editor ;
Whom shall he invite and how
J.
Crawford
was
man
.
Albert
of
the
Ball
Committee-two
A.
McAndrews,
AdverMichael
M edical. Member of the Pre- most popular man in his class in
11
tising; Edward J. McCool, Bus- elected to follow Flubacher as school's most successful dances. can he do it witho t inferring
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Club, the junior varsity basket-

On June 6 there will graduate
from La Salle College the largest
and most representative group
that has ever donned the cap and
gown at the Olney institution.
Among those who wi'.11 receive
the sheepskin at the commencement are the following men who
have completed the four-year
course in preparation for the
Bachelor of Arts and Science degrees:

Doherty, Knox, Byrne, Flubacher
Bradley and Bahr Selected as
Having Done Most for La Salle

CJ

I

At this time the writer wishes
to extend congratulations to Ray
Bahr for the marvelous work he
has done in helping to carry the
Explorers to stardom in the sport
world, and also the friendliness
which he exhibited among his
fellow collegians during his past
four years of study under the
Christian Brothers at La Salle.
Ray entered college in the fall
of 19 31 after being graduated
from Pittsburgh Catholic High
In his first year he
School.
showed himself to be a football
player of unusual ability. At
that time the coach was Tom
Conley and it took ·little time before Tom noticed that Ray had
the stuff and it took a shorter
period for Tom to develop that
stuff. Just an ordinary halfback
at first, Ray soon developed into
the man opponents had to stop
to keep the Explorers' score
down.
Good Court Man

In this same year, although
just a Frosh, ·he reported for the
varsity basketball team, and here
under the same coach won a regular position at guard.
He played excellent ball on the
wooden way and though never a
high scorer the . Smoky city lad
always was a thorn in the side
of opposing forwards.
The following year Ray was
the backfield star of the football
team, and also the leading point
scorer. This year saw him be,
come a great blocker after practicing the fine points taught him
by Marty Brill, then, the newly
acquired backfield coach. Due to
his fine work he was nicknamed
the " Pony Express," and rightly
so, because of the way he lugged
the · leather every time his number was sounded.
He played his usual game of
basketball that year and also re,
ported for the track team for
which outfit he scored many
points, especially in the javelin
event.
Captain in 1933

At the conclusion of the 1932
season Ray was chosen to captain
the Explorers• football team the
following year.
During this season he played
a great game, but it was only a
sample of what he would do in
his senior year. The year Ray
was chosen as captain marked
Marty Brill's entrance as head
coach. Under Brill he was a
whirlwind as a ball carrier and
also the team •s best blocking
back.
You are reminded that Ray
also upheld his previous court
and track undertakings in fin_e
style, and his coaches had noth,
ing but praise for him as he
. finished his career at the uptown
institution.

v,~~--,
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On Thursday next, with every,
one
including the Governor doJune 3, 1935
ing his part, the Senior class will
hold graduation exercises and
among those who will receive degrees and depart from the duties
of the study hall after four terms
of earnest activity in that line,
are seven men who helped last
year's Explorers enjoy an undefeated season on the gridiron.

Athletes . Amass Bythiner Chosen Speedsters Get Runners Suffer
Splendid Record
Track Leader Track Awards Loss at Hands
For Past Year Logan Flash Was Track Great' Twelve Men Awarded Letters of Catholic U.
For Four Years; 100 and 220
For Sterling Work On CinderHave Undefeated Grid Tearn
Also Excellent Basketball
And Cinder path Tearns

Yard Dashes His Specialty

Path; Bythiner Leads Scorers

Miss Stars
Four Points Separate Tearns in
Season's Final Track Meet; M.
The
faces
of these men will no
At a meeting of the lettermrn
Now that the spiked shoes, the
Cirelli Only Double Winner
doubt
be
missed
in the classof the track team last week, hurdles, and the weights have

Although in intercollegiate
competition only four years, the
Explorers have made a lasting
name for La Salle this year, by
their excellent athletic achievements.
La Salle's athletics in charge
of Marty Brill and Jim Henry,
feotball coaches; Len Tanseet,
basketball coach; Obie O'Brien,
track coach, and Brother Alphon,
sus, Athletic Director, had the
most successful season in their
Olney Heights history.
Last fall, the greatest football
team ever to wear our Blue and
Gold colors, went the entire
season undefeated, by fighting
hard and playing first-class ball.
This accomplishment was a great
surprise to the public and a very
pleasant surprise to the entire
student-body.

Floyd Bythiner, the Logan speed
merchant, was elected honorary
captain for the 1935' season.
Floyd, who is a Senior and will
graduate this June, was a mainstay of the track team during his
four years at La Salle. His specialty was the short dashes, and
in the past two years he also
pole-vaulted.
He entered La Salle in 1931,
after spending four years at
Northeast High School, where
he also starred on the track team.
His first try at sports for the
Explorers was the football team.
He was a regular member of the
football team during that season,
which, by the way, was the first
team that the Blue and Gold had
ever placed on the intercollegiate
gridiron. He was a member of
the track team that year. ·
In his Sophomore year, he was
advised not to go out for the
football team, but to save himself and concentrate on track.
He took the advice and that
spring his track work showed a
great improvement.
In his Junior year he took up
oole-vaulting besides sprints, and
developed into a first rate vaulter a sure point producer in that
event.

been put away· for another year,
we can sit back and notice with
some satisfaction ( and one case
in particular with exultation),
the splendid record compiled by
the track men during the course
of the first officially recognized
season in the history of track at
L . Salle.

Win First Three Games

Scheduled to meet three tough
elevens in their first three games,
the Explorers were picked as second choice by all the leading
sports writers and critics: However, the Olney Heights team, excellently tutored by Coaches Brill
and Henry, and inspired by Cap,
tain Nanny Bradley, up!!Ct all
dope. They· beat St. Thomas,
7 to 0, tied Catholic University
on a muddy field and thoroughly
trounced the Villanova Wildcats, 13 to 6. During the rest
of the season they kept their
record perfect by beating St. Joseph's College, West Chester
Teachers, St. Vincent's, Albright,
and Mt. St. Mary's.
The basketball season of 193435 was also one of the most sue,
cessful the Blue and Gold basketeers have ever had.
Led by Co-captains Ray Bahr
and Charley Mosicant. the Exolorers played off and on basketball throughout the season,
losing some close games and then
again winning some tough ones.
They completed the season with
sixteen victories and six losses for
a percentage of .72 7.
Have Successful Start

The T anseermen started the
season "in a blaze of glory" by
defeating P . C . P . by the onesided score of 62 to 33, but they
were soon knocked off their high
horse by Penn A. C. in a tight
attle, 34 to 38. After this they
Marty Brill said, "The best I hit their stride to take six games
ever coached" ; Len Tanseer, "A in a row before St. Joseph's Colgreat guard," and Obie O'Brien, lege conquered them, 23 to 25 .
"A javelin thrower of high reDuring the rest of the season
Pute."
t h ey won t h e ·majority of their
Gets Coaching Job
games but lost to Penn, Villanova
A recent report from Brother and St. Joe's. The seasonal finale,
George, faculty athletic director however, was successful as the
of Calvert Hall, Baltimore, the Explorers beat the Wildcats.
"Pony Express" has been asTrack at La Salle reached its
signed to the position of coach highest peak this year. Under
of football, basketball, and base- the newly-appointed C O a ch,
ball at that institution. This an, Charles "Obie" O'Brien, the
nouncement came as an agreeable track team had a favorable tumsurprise to Ray's friends, al- out and much more interest was
though a rumor to this effect had · shown than in former years. This
been circling the campus for the year letters will be awarded to
past month. This rumor was con, the tracksters for the first time.
firmed recently and full details
With Captain Floyd Bythiner
appeared in the last edition of
the COLLEGIAN.
leading the seasonal scoring, the
Explorers conquered St. Joseph's
Ray goes to Calvert Hall as College in the opening meet by
one of the youngest men ever a 67 to ;9 score. The relay team
to hold three such important of Bythiner, Neary, Knox, and
coaching positions at that school, Kadlubosky, placed fifth in the
and , we earnestly hope and be- Penn Relays. The team placed
lieve that the great halfback will third to West Chester and Osraise the Baltimore school to the teopathy in the quadrangular
heights the Explorers reached meet held at west Chester. The
during Ray's playing days.
cindermen then easily conquered
We predict great things for Rider College, 79 to 46, but lost
Ray in the event that he ever to Catholic University in the last
plays professional football.
meet 9f the season.

Final Year Best

The Senior year topped his
career when he had the distinction of being the high scorer of
the squad, with 41 points. He
was a consistent point getter
during the entire season, both in
the sprints and in the pole vault.
It was on his ability and his high
character that he was selected as
the honorary captain.
Floyd, besides being an outstanding athlete, is an honor
man scholastically. He is a student in the School of Business
Administration, majoring in Accounting. In his Junior year, he
was elected secretary of the Accounting Club, a closed organiza,
tion, open only upon invitation
for honor students in Accounting. He was chairman of the
Ring Committee for his class and
was chosen as Sports Editor of
the COLLEGIAN.
In his Senior year he was
elected Vice-President of the De,
bating Society. He took an active part in all debates.

Lost to Catholic U.

In dual meet competition, the
records show two wins against a
lone defeat, one of the victories
being over those arch rivals from
City Line. In an open meet
against West Chester, Osteopathy, and P. M . C., they placed
third, and had to be content with
a fifth place in the Penn Relays.
At first glance this does not seem
impressive, but if we look at the
scores we find Catholic University returning the victor by the
small margin of four points, and
Osteopathy just nosing La Salle
out of second place in one of the
open meets.
But the greatest satisfaction
(with due respect to the Seniors
on the squad), is the bright prospects for a successful season ne::tt
year, for of the eleven letter men
(excluding Manager Walsh) only
four are members of the graduating class. The others who
compiled the necessary number of
points to win a letter are distributed throughout the other
three classes, with the Juniors oeing represented by 3, the Sophs
by 3 (including · Captain-elect
Kadlubosky) , and the Freshmen
by 1.
Bythiner Scored 41

Immediately after the close of
the season, Floyd Bythiner was
chosen honorary captain for the
past season and well did he deserve it, being high scorer in
every one of his four years at
La Salle, adding 41 points this
year to his already large total.
As his successor they elected
Felix Kadlubosky, all-around ath,
lete of the Sophomore class and
second highest scorer for the year
with a total of 30 points.
Other men who received letters
include Archie Cavanaugh, star
distance runner, with 20 points;
R ay Bahr, football and basketball
star and recently appointed head
(Continued on last page)

Lettermen1,Nominate Kadlubosky .
To Lead Tracksters for 1936
The La Salle cinderpath lettermen elected Felix Kadlubosky almost unanimously as captain of
next year's track team.
"Kad" was one of the mainstays of this year's team and a
star for the last two years. He
is a consistent winner in the
220-yard low hurdles, pole vault,
and discus throw.
This year he gave some especially spectacular performances.
In the Rider track meet, Kad,
Iubosky was entered in his usual
three events. He started off by
pole vaulting 10 feet 6 inches to
win first place after a hard fight.
Immediately after this he was
called to the 220-yard low hurdle
event which he also won in the
fairly good time of 27 seconds.
These two victories were not
enough for our star. He fol,
lowed this hurdle event with the
discus throw, in which he threw
120 feet 2 inches, to capture a
first place for the third time that
afternoon.

Felix is not only a good trackman, but he is also a great asset
to Coach Marty Brill's gridiron
eleven. Last season in that hardfought game with Catholic University, with the score 6 to 0
against the Explorers, "Kad"
caught a pass and scored the La
Salle six-pointer that tied the
~ame and also enabled the Brillmen go through the season undefeated.
Kadlubosky came to the Olney
College after a very successful
high school career, in which he
starred in all sports. He attended the Mount Carmel High
School, Mount Carmel, Pa., a
few miles from Kulpmont, his
home town. He is a student in
the Education Department where
he is almost as good a student as
he is an athlete.
Next year, with Coach ".Obie"
O'Brien and Captain "Kad"
rounding the squad into shape,
the cinderpath men should hang
up a better record than ever.

The Blue and Gold cindermen
of La Salle closed the track season
on May 15', with a loss to Catholic University, at Washington,
by a close four-point margin. The
score was 65'¼ to 61¼.
The meet progressed smoothly,
and after eleven events had been
run off, the Explorers were hold,
ing tight to a slim two-point lead.
In the next event, the 880-yard
run, Catholic U. took both first
and second place, and these
points gave them just enough
lead to win the meet.
Mario Cirelli was the only
double winner for the Blue and
Gold, coming in first in both the
one and two-mile runs. Walker
was the double winner for the
home camp, taking the 100 and
220-yard dashes.
In the long program of fourteen events, La Salle took five
first places wliile Catholic U . took
eight. The remaining event, the
high jump was tied for by four
men, three from La Salle and one
from Catholic University.
The opening event •was the
shot put, which was won by
Vince Parris with a heave of 41
feet l ineh. Jim Land was second with a throw of 40 feet 3
inches. Clements, of C. U., was
third.
In the javelin throw, Ray
Bahr sung his swang song to college athletics by winning with a
toss of 164 feet . Smith, of C.
U., was second with a throw of
157 feet. Big AI Leib, the lanky
basketball player, who was chosen on the Blue and Gold AllOpponent basketball team, took
third place.
In the high jump, Phil Niessen,
Archie Cavanaugh and Fritz
Brennan tied with Galliher, of C.
U., for first place. The bar was
at 5' feet 4 inches. Each man· was
awarded 2¼ points for his ef,
forts.
The 120-yard high hurdles was
won by Norton, of C . U., in the
time of 16.3 seconds. Archie
Cavanaugh and Vince Parris fin,
ished second and third, respectively.
The 100-yard dash was won
by Walker, of C . U., in 10.1
seconds. Floyd Bythiner was
one-tenth of a second behind the
winner and M ark Knox finished
a good third. The 220-yard dash
was also won by Walker in 2 3.2
seconds. Again, Floyd Bythiner
and Mark Knox finished second
and third.
Cirelli Wins Two

In the mile run, Mario Cirelli
came out on top with the flashy
time of 4 minutes 5'5' seconds.
Hunter and Mix, of C . U ., took
second and third. In the twomile run, Cirelli again repeated
his earlier performance by winning in the time of 11 minutes
12½ seconds. Kukeen and Hunter finished second and third.
The 220-yard low hurdles· was
won by Felix Kadlubosky, with
Archie Cavanaugh taking second, and Wigglesworth, of C . U.,
in third. The winning time was
27.6 seconds.
The discus was won by Clements, of C . U., with a toss of 122
feet 3 inches. Kadlubosky was
second with a throw of .120 feet
9 inches. In the broad jump,
Smith, of C. U., came out on top
with a leap of 19 feet 10 inches.
Niessen was second with a jump
of 19 feet 7 inches.
(Continued on last page)

rooms as well as on the football
field. Not forgetting to mention
their names they are: Hugh
"Wink" Gallagher, regular fullback of the last four years and
a product of St. Jerome's High
of Tamaqua.
Ray Bahr, by far the greatest
athlete ever to wear the colors of
the Blue and Gold.
Joe Lucas, mite quarterback,
and a noted baseball player
around his home town in Bethlehem.
Mark Knox, triple threat man
of the gridders, and a track star.
Howard Borden, 140-pound
guard and a plugger if there ever
was one.
Harry Dunn, a tackle, who
gained a regular position in his
Sophomore year.
Nanny Bradley, last year's
captain a smart field general.
These athletes will join the
long list of men who have taken
places in the Blue and Gold hall
of fame . They will no doubt be
looked on with envy by the athletes to follow because of the
records and heights they attained.
It is our wish that their time
at La Salle was spent in helping
them acquire success in their fu,
ture undertakings. We also hope
that graduation will not mark
the end of their dealing with La
Salle and the Christian Brothers.

NOW!

America treats you to new
luxuries In

TOURIST CLASS TO
EUROPE

• The magnificent swimming pool pictured above is only one of the amazin,g
Tourist Class luxuries offered by Americas
new sensations of the sea! The Washington and Manhattan, America's fastest
liners, are completely modern, providing
every modern feature known to sea travel,
incluging the supreme luxury: air-conditioned dining salons (an exclusive fea•
cure in the service)!
·
Because they were built to suit the
smart American taste - because they do
suit it - these liners have set enviable
popularity records! This summer, sail on
them and see for yourself what unprecedented value, what delightful good
times they offer! The Tourist Class fare is
only $204 round trip!
If you wish to travel in the best class
on the ship and yet at a modest fare, then
the very popular Pres. Harding and Pres.
Roosevelt merit your consideration. Cabin
Class-highest on the ship-features ease,
comfort and geniality-finest cabins, top
decks and the fare is only $234 round trip!
11tese four fine liners sail weekly to Cobb,
Plymouth, Havre and Hamburg. Fares
slightly higher between June 10 and
July 8. Apply to your travel agent. His
services are free.
____
'ff

*•
Associated with American Merchant and Baltimore Mail Lines to Europe; Panama Pacific Linc
toCalifornia;PabamaPacificandU.S, LipcsCruiscs.
1620 Wal■ut St.
Tel. Kinsale, ,n,o & Rae■ 3J4J

Have a look at the Senior
group picture, fellows. Wise Guy
Charlie O 'Donnell is mugged in
his usual trance.
You can't fool the Crow,
Whalen; that was Jack Nash's
girl you had to the Prom. Poor
fish, she said your line . was
LOUSY. .
W e heard that a . song played
on the M erry,go,round program
for a little girl in a Mount Airy·
Academy was requested by · Joe
M eehan. . Believe . it or not, the
song was:. What's the Reason
I'm N ot Pleasin' You?
We 're glad to be rid of noisy
Ray Curran.
To q1,1ote . "Baldy" . Shea"Everything .connected with the
.COLLEGIAN is p'iitrid." He's un,
de'r a compliment to the staff for
allowing his picture to be in,
eluded with the debaters.
H ow's Mary, Youngie? · You
better keep your eyE: on the win,
dow or· Sciarretta will sure cut
you out
W e never saw anyone ·so he'rr,
pecked . as Wink Gallagher is at
the present time.· Rita must
work fast.
Harry Dunn has finally reached
the apex of his chiselling.-HE
\VILL GRADUATE.
We wonder if Mike McAn,
drews' conscience will bother him
when he receives his degree.
Captain John Smith is looking
for someone to cat_ch h~s girl
friend in case he gets called on
to receive a prize at the grad,
uation exercises.
At this time last year Knox
was taking up nursing; now he's
taking up her brother's place at
the supper table.

The Crow warns Johnnie Mar,
shall to either lay off the strong
tea or keep his hands_ in his
pockets. By the way, I .saw you
in several cafes the either night.
We hear that John (Gaston)
O'Donnell was in a very odd dis,
position at the time of his oral
exams- or shall we say indis,
posed?
Ray Bahr is about to visit
Room 413, City Hall, any day
now, anp it won't be a summons.
One Senior has already gotten
a job.
Big stuff, third man
behind the counter in an Amer,
ican Store. What do you say,
Jack?
Another miracle. Gassy Gen,
sheimer was ordered to leave class
last week. · Don't worry, Char,
ley, you'll get enough chances to
· get your 9,000,000,000,000,000,,
000 words in edgewise.
N ow that the "Whoops" sis,
ters have been graduated the 01,
ney institution is no longer co,ed.
Bowman graduates ... Off for
Alabama. . . . It's not ·Birming,
ham, is .jt; Larry?

If BUSHHEAD No. 1 W art ,
man doesn't get a job after grad,
uation, he _can always sell his
hair for mattress stuffings.

( Continued from page 3)
tion, 3 to 2. However, the Sophs
took the honors in the impromptu
brawl staged afterwards, when
they stole the hose from the fire,
man and not only turned it on
the Frosh, but the spectators as
well. We wonder if that fire,
man ever got the mud off his face
after Nanny Bradley stepped on
his head in the crush.
Conley Resigns
Then Tom Conley left us to
return home to Notre Dame as
assistant to Layden. Sorry we
were to see him go, but we re,
alized the opportunity it offered
and for his sake we were glad.
What made us even · more glad
was the realization that in Marty
Brill, who was appointed head
coach, and Jim Henry, who as,
sumed the ·position of · line coach,
we ha:d worthy successors to
Conley.

Seruor Year

And so we started the last lap
stiII running strong; the same of,
ficers were re-elected, Mark
Knox, President ; Johnny Byrne,
Vice-President ; Joe Flubacher,
Secretary, and "Honest" Joe
M eehan, Treasurer.
Captained by Nanny Bradley
and inspired by the remainder of
the Seniors, La Salle's football
team climbed the pinnacle of
small college football, going
through a tough schedule uncle,
feated . The team was featured
by thE: 13-6 win over Villanova,
and the thrilling 13 -6 conquest of
St. Vincent's, when Raby Bahr
ran wild.
. Joe (Socrates) Flubacher was
chosen president of the D ebaters,
who continued their reign of ter,
ror among Philadelphia CoHeges
and· again took the city championship.
In this campaign the
.Junior Year
Senior debaters did excellent
Thus endeth the second chap- work, but top_hqnors were carved
ter of our life story.. Junior off by Joe Flubacher aqd a pair
Year showed a manifestation · of ,,f Freshmen.
Senior Ball
confidence in our officers, when
they were all · re-elected with
Johnny Byrne promoted his
Johnny Byrne replacing · Tom usual success i'n . the Senior Ball.
McTear, who left school, as vice, held at the Barclay, with D el
president.
Regis playing. This was an out,
The football team this year, standing affai'r, a financial as well
led by Ray -Bahr, won .half of its as social success. After the midgames, and tied two more. The year exams, we came into the
most uncomfortable afternoon we homestretch. At the instigation
ever spent · was watching · the· of the Seniors, plans were made,
Catholie University · team · run and are moving forw.a rd rapidly
roughshod. over the plucky but towards the formation of an . ac,
bewildered. Explorers in the first tive Alumni . Sodety. the dream
game of the year. The biggest will be tnatetialized early next
thrill in four years; however, year.
came in the St. Bonaventure
So we come cfown 'to the presgame when Knoxie, who that day ent day, through the orals, the
played sixty; minutes of the best retreat, the · Baccalaureate' Mass
football he ever displayed, dashed right down to the 'Class Dinne;
fifty yards in . the last minutes Dance tomorrow night, and the
with the score tied -13 -13, only Commencement' on Thursday:
b be cut down .from behind be,
They've been four good years
cause of, sheer exhaustion at the to uS-,:..we · hope 'they've been as
~:yard mark. \ypat a ball game good to you, and you, and you. ·
that was!
· .
-.
.
.
· Thus another group passes·into
Tanseer Basketball Coach
the limbo . of graduated dasses,During the same year Len gone, but, we hope, not too soon
Tanseer, former Penn captain, forgotten:
- - - --'-took over the basketball coach,
ing reins. The team met with SP_EEDST_ERS GET
the success usually accorded La
TRACK A WARDS
Salk teams, . with Captain Joe
-·'
Meehan setting a fast pace for
( C ontinued from page 5)
his mates.
coach at Calvert H all ; Mark
Charley .Gensheimer was re, Knox, fleet-footed halfback, who
warded for two years of-constant scored 15 . points. . In the Junior
effort when he was given per, class we find Cirelli with 30
mission to organize a dramatic points, Niessen with 20 and
club. This was composed almost Fritz Brennan with 11 ~oints.
entirely of Juniors, and several The Sophs were represented bv
successful one-act plays were pro, Captain-elect Kadlubosky with
duced under the direction of 30 points, Vince Parris with. 19
Brother Eadbert.
.
and Neary ~ith 2 points. Hauck'.
During this year. too, th~ De, the single Frosh to receive a letbate Club was finally organized; ter, contributed 9 points as his
Norm Harvey was elected pres, share.
.
ident, and the school entered the
Again delving into the records.
Ph il a cl e I p h i Intercollegiate we find the Seniors accounted for
League,-which to the sorrow of 92 points, the Juniors· had 62
the remainer of the League, since points, the Sophomores had 54,
La Salle walked off with the while the Freshmen made 27.
championship of the men's divis, While we ate bound to miss the
ion, and then defeated Rosemont large total of points _collected by
women's champions, for the cit; the four Seniors, with such pros,
title.
pects as Caton, Shemonsky, Land,
Assume Collegian
and Botto, we feel sure they will
In January of our Junior year, be able to fill the bill in a satis,
the COLLEGIAN, innocent vicfim factory manner:
of so many raw deals; fell into
the hands of our class. We lasted
a year, then washed our hands
of the COLLEGIAN-but the paper
hasn't been able to receive the
stigma yet.
With the advance of spring
(tra la!) we decided we need a
few more holidays~ so some bright
classmate came up with the idea
of a Junior Week. No sooner
said than stung, Junior Week
there was. We staged the tug,
o,war; we plant~d a tree (by the
way, where is that tree now?) ;
placque against
we pla:cqu'ed
the building (trying to find that
placque now is like looking for
the Holy Grail); we held the
Blue,Gold dance, preceded by a
couple · one' act ( one act . too
Breyers
many!) plays; and finally, we
Always
had the · Prom at the ·Barclay.
Johnny Byrne; ·chairman par ex,
BREYER ICE CREAM CO.
cellence, dug into the bag and
"~,;._tronize the Breyer Dealer".
carne up with Jacques Janesse for
Philadelphia
. ~e~ York
this one. -That Prom still stands,
. Wa ■ hington
Newar.k
by the way, as the best time ·most
Harrisburg
of ·o ur Seniors have had in their
still,young lives.

a

Compliments

M.R.B.

applied to the honor student and
those who really love both the
honor and average student. The
cash and medal awards are not
sufficient to repay the honor man
for all the work and sacrifice of
play and leisure that was neces,
sary for his achieving his position. Graduation is also a spe,
cial tribute to the parents of all
the boys for they, too, worked
and made sacrifices and went
through the four-year course
even though their names were
not on the register and they sat
in at no lectures.
It is then for those deserving
of such honor that the school au,
thorities exp~nd so much money
and labor and the average stu,
dent willingly and graciously
swelters and suffers. The honor
is theirs. It is their right and it
is the duty of all to see that they
get their full reward even if t o
do so they must actively partake
i•, an "unctuous elaboration of
tl:e obvious. "

REV. V. L. BURNS
TO BE AWARD ED
DOCTOR DEGREE
· (Cqntinued from page 1 )
the University of Pennsylvania
and · the Graduate School · of
Catholic University, Washington,
D. C. Dr. Burns holds ·the de,
grees of A.B., JC.B., M.A. , and
Sc:D. On June 1, 1920, Dr.
·B urns was appointed Dean of St.
Charles' Seminary, Overbrook,
·Philadelphia, by His Eminence,
D. C ardinal D ougherty. H e remained there until September 26,
1926, when he was made D ean
of' the students · at the Mission
House,
Catholic University,
Washington, ·D . C .
On January 25, 1935 , Dr
Burns was made president · of Immaculata College, Pennsylvania,
'and on Februa·r y 28 , he formally
assumed his new duties there.
- - - - -- -

(Continued from page 3)
Brothers John, Clement, George
mainly to the efforts of the grad,
Star as Juniors Are Downed
uating president, Edward Whal,
for First; Score Four Runs
en, the society has set a high
standard of meetings by having
During the week the faculty
eminent speakers address the
managed
to even an old score by
members.
the Juniors, 4 to 1
downing
Review Year
The lectureTs who appeared From the outset the brilliant
before the Pre,Meds are: Dr. work of the pitchers dominated
R . Holroyd, who spoke on "Our the game throughout. The close
Commonest Disease-Its Rem, score indicates how they bore
edy"; in September, Dr. Joseph
J. Toland, Jr., discussed some of down all the way. Batteries for
the problems in the surgical field ; the Juniors were Loftus and
"The Achievements of the Med, Sciaretta pitching, and Kunick
ical Profession" was discussed by catching. For the faculty the
Dr. Wilmar Krusen ; Dr. J. A . hurling duties were well t aken
Kolmer described "Vaccination
care of by Bro. John and Bro.
A gainst Poliomyelitis," and Dr.
A. C . Morgan spoke of "The Clement, while Bro. George did
M edical Student.,--His Future." the receiving. The twirlers were
The student speakers who ap, stingy with base hits, which made
peared before the society are: the game tense and interesting,
George Yost, who spoke on the contrasting their first meeting
"Triangle of Life," and M .
W artman, T. Callan, and J. which witnessed a parade of
Riehs, who traced the develop- pitchers and numerous base hits
.
ment of the three recognized and runs.
. Beat Boarders
phases of medical practice.
The faculty also found time
! to take the measure of the B·o ard,.
ers. The score was ,14 to 8, and
DR. JOHN A. KOLMER
t_h e game ran the faculty's conRECEIVES DEGREE secutive winning streak to six
straight. Bro . . Clement pitched
(Continued from page 1 )
his usually steady game, retiring
ber of the A ssociation of Pathol- . in th e eigh th for Bro. Bernard,
with the score standing 14 to 4.
ogists and Bacteriologists, the So, The boarders rallied, and touched
ciety of Experimental Biologists, Bro. Bernard for 8 - runs before
and _ the Ameri_can Association th~ side was finall y retired . The
for the Advancement of Science. rally threw a scare into the fac,
Paralysis Authority
,
ulty, and for a · while · they were
H e is particularly interested in uncertain. But they breathed
immunity, bacteriology, and easier when the third out was
cheroth!erapy. H e 1s interna, made, and another victory was
tionally noted for his' work in the added to their strea:k.
Brother Alician, the Frosh
discovery of the serum for pro,
tectiori against infantile paraly, moderator, and Brother Paul, ·of
sis. After an 'extensive research the Chemistry D epartment, led
he has discovered a means of at, the victors at bat arid in the' field .
tenuating the virus causing thi, The student pitchers; T om Lofdreaded disease, and thus en- tus and Joe Sciaretta bo't h dis,
abling the blood to build up anti- played good forin.
toxin to overcome the extremely
dangerous bacteria.

CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY
·.
DOWNS TRACKSTERS

Cusack Hardware Co.
JAMES G. FAUNCE

( Continued from page 5)
' 16-pound shot put- Won Oy V ince Parris , La Salle ; second, Jim Land, La Salle ;
third , Clements, C. U . Distance-41 feet
1 · inch.
Javelin throw-Won by Ray Bahr, La
Salle; seCond, Smith ; C. U.; third , Leib ,
C. U . . Distance-164 f eet.
H igh jump--Tie for first among Phil
Ni eSsen, Archie Cavanaugh. Fritz Bren nan , La Salle and Gallile r , C. U. Heig h t
- 5 feet 4 inches.
120-yard low hurdles-Won b y Norton , C., U.; sec~nd, Cavanaugh, La Salle ;
third , P arris , La Salle. Time-16 .3 seconds.
100-yard dash-Won b y Walker, C. U. ;
second . Bythiner, La Salle ; third, Knox ,
La . Salk Time--10 .1 seconds.
Mile run-Won by Cirelli, La Sall e :
second , Hunter, C. U . ; third , Mix, C. U.
Time-- 4 . 5 5 .
440-yard dash-Won by 'Kugel, C. U.;
second,. ~hemonskv, La .Salle; third, M cCollock, C. U . Time--52 .8.
220-yard· low hurdles-Won b y Kadlubosky, La Sa.Ile ; second, Cavanaugh . La
Sall e; third , Wigg leswo rth , C. U.
Tim e
-27 .6 seconds. ·
Two-mile run-Won by- Cirelli, La
Salle; second, Kukeen , C. U.; third ,
Hunte r , C. U.
T ime-11.12½.
220-yard dash-Won by Walker, C. U. ;
seco nd , Bythiner, La Salle ; third , Knox.
La Salle . T im e--23 . 2 seconds.
D iscus throw-Won by Clements, C.
U. ; second, Kadlnbosky , La Salle ; third .
Karpovich, C . U . Distance-122 feet 3
inches.
·
·
Broad jump--Won by Smith, C. U .;
second Niessen, La Salle ; third , Carroll,
C . U . Distance-19 feet 10 inches.

POMERANTZ & ROTH
Inc.
Open to serve the welldressed young men · of
North Philadelphia. Featuring Interwoven Hose,
Arrow Shirts and Handkerchiefs, Stylepark Hats,

Philadelphia, Penna.

260 S. BROAD STREET

Philadelphia, Penna.

A. J. MEIER
Drugs
Chelten Ave. and Chew St.

Germantow:n, Phila.

POTATOES
FROM A BAG
TO A CARLOAD
Anywhere-Anytime
Ask Us
WILLIAM S. DUNLAP
145 Callowhill St.
••• what's left oJ your school-term
budget:

MILLER
COSTUMIER CO.
236 S. 11th ST.

etc.

PHILADELPIDA

Other Store
7 South 60th St.
Bell Tel.

Pen. 1892

DOYLE'S CAFE

will take you home by

GREYHOUND
needn't hock your faithful
Y OU
ticker to buy a ticket home. The
remnants of your school-term budget
will pay your fare by Greyhound.
Frequent departures enable you to
leave almost any time you like. As
you roll along springtime highways,
Nature's clean, fresh air will banish
the last dull headache of final exams
and put you in the proper mood for
the best vacation ever! You'll find
Greyhound ideal for vacation trips,
too-less cost, more fun, more to see.
GREYHOUND TERMINAL

FINEST QUALITY
For Almost a Century

6108 Germantown Ave.

Makers of the
Official La Salle College

· "The Best for Less"

Ring

Eat at ' the·
COLLEGE CAFETERIA
.,

. Under.•,l\fanagement of
'Frank Zimmerman

1004 Arch Street

Insurance Broker

a

Eat _

CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS.·
& MILL SUPPLIES

Broad Street Station
Phone: SPRuce 7060

J!I.

~~l

1£.CALDWELL &CO. GRE'IJ~UND
"
JEWELERS

SILVERSM ITHS

. PHl!J\DELPHfA, PA: .
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